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What to expect against top-ranked McNeese State, in The Gridiron Report-p. 9
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Quest for UCF.diversity
a long-term challenge
by JOHN DYSERT
Managing editor

•

•
•

The group from Sweden receives an award for best exhibit. Later, Morocco won the. award
for best food, while India claimed the award for best overall presentation during Diversity week.

UCF'scelebrationofDiversity Week is winding down, but
working toward total diversity is
an on-going task that officials say
will always continue.
As more women and members of ethnic minority groups
enter the workplace, they will inevitably seek higher education.
According to UCFPresident
John Hitt, UCF plans to be ready.
"Diversity Week is a great
week," said Hitt. "Let me put it
this way-you wouldn't teach art
without a studio, you wouldn't
teach science without a laboratory, so how could you have a
university that doesn't reflect the
real world which students will
enter when they graduate."
UCF is addressing these issues' through the Office of Diversity Initiatives that was established
in 1994, two years after Hitt arrived at UCF and identified "becoming more inclusive and diverse" as one of the university's
five goals.
The mission of the office is
to foster a campus culture that.
· values and manages differences,
enhances productivity and affords
all individuals with opportunities

to realize their full potential.
The Office of Diversity Initiatives has a comprehensive diversity work plan that supports its
own five broad goals.
They include:
•Establishing structures and
procedures that support the university goal of becoming more ·
inclusive and diverse;
• Creating a pedagogical
sound curriculum that reflects the
pluralism of society;
• Designing a comprehensive employee recruitment and
retention process at all levels;
• Developi,ng a better understanding of and support for student diversity, inclusiveness and
retention; and
•Developing diversity partnerships with organizations, external to the university, such as
school systems, colleges, businesses, and local, regional and
national organizations.
"Learning is learning to
work with diverse people," said
Hitt. "One of the major goals we
have at UCF is to ha.ve an international focus on our campus. We
will achieve our goals, it will just
take time and dedication. "
see DIVERSITY, page 4

Marching Knights gain
national respect at FSU
•
•
•

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Staff writer

The scoreboard lights were
turned off, and technically, the
game was over.
But 240 members of the
Marching Knights band joined
with 6,000 UCF fans to take over
Doak Campbell Stadium Saturday night in a post-game celebration that resembled spontaneous
combustion.
Not only had the football
team earned national respect on
the field, the marching band had
performed its half-time show in
front of 76,000 fans and FSU's
highly regarded marching program.
Standing ovations for visiting bands are uryheard of in Tallahassee - the Marching Knights
received two.
''The UCf band did a terrific job," said Pat Dunnigan, director of the FSU Marching
Chiefs. ''The_y looked _great2 they

sounded great. I was very impressed."
Five days a week, the
Marching Knights practice alongside the football team under the
watchful eyes of Director Richard
Greenwood, with assistance from
UCF graduate, Ron Ellis .
They also receive help from
Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa
Psi, the music sorority and fraternity.
The sweat and endurance
required to pull off a halftime show
are very real.
A researcher from Indiana
University monitored the vital
signs of a marching band member
during a performance. Three minutes into the halftime show, the
vital signs were equivalent to that
of a marathon runner halfway
through a race.
In addition to the rehearsal
time on the field, members must
use their own time to memorize
see BAND, page 3
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Dove Shack and Twinz headline the rap sheet- F- 2
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The football team was not the only group to gain attention in Tallahassee. The Marching - ·
Kni hts took full advantage of the 76,000 fans and national attention to show their talents.
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CREOL's cutting edge research
I brings international acclaim to UCF

take
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I

I

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

L

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Staff Writer

A green laser beam slice
across the room, alongside a stalagmite-shaped ruby crystal.
It could be a scene from
"Star Wars," but it's actually the
internationally recognized Center for Research and Education in
Optics and Lasers , known as
CREOL.
Some of the most advanced
research in optics and lasers in the
world is being conducted at the
$6.5 mi_llion facility, located 1.5
miles south of the UCF.
Developments such as the
growth of laser crystals and solid
state lasers have brought interna-

tional acclaim to UCF.
Current research encompasses all areas of laser and optical processes and devices, from
eyeglasses to ultra-fast lasers,
whose short pulses are measured
in trillionths of a second.
Current cutting edge research now being conducted involves lab experiments which duplicate conditions similar to the
interior of stars.
,
Another area of research is
non-linear optics, a process which
increases the intensity of light in
order to change its direction. This
technology provides on and offramps for the information superhighway.
Dr. M. J. Soileau, director

A Complete Exa01 & Xray~
0110 (INITIAL)

A special dental care offe'r for UCF students...
Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
0274 (4 BITEWINGS)
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
(A $65 value)
George Yarko, D.D.S.
Current UCF ID required
East Orlando

F QR $9 !

DENTAL

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Qffer expires l 213119 5

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ •

UCF TEAM DENTIST

I

Ii i> our office polic) 1ha1!he palienl and any Olhcr per..on re>pon>ible for paymcnl ha' !he righ1 lo refuse 10 pay. cancel payment or be reimbur.;ed for payffiem for any 01her service. examinalion.
or lr<al111t.'Til v. hich i' oen·ort11<.'d a' a rc>uh ot and v.i1hin hour.. of rc>oondin2 to the advcrti>emem for !he frt-c. discuumed fee. or reduced fee service. examination. or 1rea1men1.
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11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. SO _a nd Alafaya Dr.

East Orlando

·.

of CREOL, has made recruiting
talent hi main priority. He believes that hiring the be t p ople
and keeping resources focused on
research bring the greatest rewards.
The result is a 21-member
faculty anda highly technical taff
that represents the top minds of
over 25 countries.
·There are three places you
can get a comprehensive optic
education in the United States,"
Soileau said. "We are one of
them."
Last year, I 0 graduate students were selected for the CREOL
program out of 300 applicants.
Those selected had an average
score of 1344 on the Graduate
Record Examination.
Visiting scholars, originating from 25 countries, account for
over I 0 percent of the CREOL
student body. One undergraduate
student working with Dr. Dave
Hagan was named to USA Today's
AH-Academic team.
A new 82,000 square foot
CREOL building should be completed on the UCF campus by December, 1995. The facility will
house state-of-the-art laboratories
with high temperature ovens,
femto-second lasers and optical
coaters. The original CREOL facility, built in 1987, consisted of
three classrooms and a trailer.
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Melon ball

Tug-of-War

Volleyball

-~~ntgbtfes

Ultimate Nerf
Burger King Sip Off

Food provided by:
Pepsi
Marriott
Frito.Lay
Coca Cola
Burger King
T.G. Lee Dairy
Dunkin Donuts
Domino's Pizza

Pajama Tube Relay
2 Headed Monster Relay

FRIDAY~

OCTOBER 6
6-PM MIDNIGHT
~
~
f;_"""'(~

Additional Sponsors:
UCF Police
Army ROTC
CB & S Bookstore

HONORARY STARTER JAY BERGMAN
Sign up at Rec. Services: 823-2408
Teams: 4 men 4 women

Only the first 24 teams will be accepted

Prizes provided by:
Fazoli's
Pizza Hut
Bagels Etc.
Wet 'n Wild
Jungle Jim's
Water Mania
Duffy's Subs
Fun 'n Wheels
UCF Baseball
Black-Eyed Pea
Kelsey's Pizzeria
Malibu Grand Prix
Walt Disney World
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Marching Knights gain
national exposure with
strong showing at FSU
from BAND, page 1

•

'1

"

music and learn dance, flag and baton routines.
Many of the band and auxiliary members spend their off-season
time in related activities. Twentyfive members spend their summers
in drumcorps, a highly competitive
form of marching.
In fact, UCF professor of percussion, Jeff Moore, works with
Madison Scouts, one of the top music programs in the United States.
Some members of the color guard
compete at Winter Guard International finals.
Susan Gordon, a UCF student
and dance team captain, has competed in dance competitions since
she was 7 years old. The twirlers
hold numerous titles, including
Karen Digman, the reigning Senior
Majorette Queen of America.
Since Greenwood arrived in
1988, the band has grown from 70 to
240 members. The growing pains
from this success mean some members have marched in jeans and tshirts due to a shortage of uniforms
- even some instruments are borrowed from local high schools for
half-time shows.
And while it is not unusual for
a marching program at an established university such as FSU to
enjoy a yearly operating budget of
$200,000 to $300,000, UCF's budget does not even come close.
However, the Marching
Knights have drawn the attention of
UCF president John Hitt. and Student Government Association senator Tom Amumdrud.
Hitt has formed an ad hoc committee to look into the needs of the
marching band. Ed Neighbor, associate vice president, will serve as
chair.
Amundrud, the first band
member to be elected to the SGA
senate, has pledged to look into the
needs of the band when he determines overall campus needs.
"After all, the marching band
is the largest student organization on
campus (Other than Panhellenic/Interfratern ity/N ational Pan hel lenic
Council)," he said.
VGF.had been playing to Juke- ,
warm hometown crowds, however
the football team and band traveled
to Samford College, in Birmingham,
Alabama, a few years ago where the
band received a stan.ding ovation.
From Samford College to a
near-capacity crowd at FSU, the
Marching Knights still perform
mostly for fun.
And the band agrees success
was never so sweet,as when the FSU
Marching Chiefs played its famous
tomahawk chant while the UCF
Marching Knights responded. by
playing its fight so,ngs.
As drum major Jill Falco said
to the members of the band after
Saturday's game, "That was the best.
It was total fun!"

PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS:

D
D

Citibank .Federal
Stafford loan
(subsidized and unsubsidized)

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ State_ _ _Zip_ _ _ __

Citibank Federal PLUS loan

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(for parents of dependent students only)

D

Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. _ _ _ __

Citibank Graduate
loan Program

Social Security#~
- -----------.,.--~------

(for graduate students of all disciplines
- please indicate your field of study)

You are currently: Dan undergraduate student

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

Citibank (NYS)
Attn: The Student loan Corporation
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948

D a graduate student

Year of graduation _ _ _ _ _ __

If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
D Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic studies)
D Nursing
DOther (please specify)

D Business (MBA)
D Engineering

__
.....
- - -

OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for
Operator 274.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http:/jwww.loci.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.htrnl

cmBAN~~
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Diversity an on-going challenge
from DIVERSrTY, page 1
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Still to come:

II

• Today - I I :30 a:m. to 2
•The Diversity Week Grand p.m. "Scientific and TechnologiOpening Celebrarion on Monday cal Genius: The Contributions of
featured a procession of nearly 150 people of African Descent," feastudents representing various eth- turing Glovis Creative Associates,
nic groups, majors and affiliations. will be held at the President's
Bagpiper Scott Meredith played as Boardroom.
•Today - I to 3 p.m. A
he Jed the procession.
Participating in the proces- wheelchair slalom course will be
sion was Black Hawk and his three- held in the Student Center Audiyear-old son, Young Eagle, the torium .
•Friday - 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
grandson and great-grandson of the
A
Diversity
Video Festival will
legendary Apache Chief Geronimo.
be
held
at
the
Student Activities
• The UCF Air Force ROTC
performed a presentation of colors Centerfeaturingthefollowingproat the opening celebration, and the · grams: "TrueColors,""ThePower
UCF Army ROTC gave a Diversity Dead Even Rule and other Gender
Week Salute.
Differences," "Gay Issues in the
• Janet Panka and Monte workplace," "The Ten CommandWatkins receivedcertificates forde- ments of Communicating with
veloping Diversity Week's com- people with Disabilities," and
"Living together on Campus."
puter-generated logo.

Diversity Week notes:

Suaalies
For The

camping

Adventurous
Exalorer

Store

Mon-Sat
9am-7pm
8525 East Colonial DP.• Orlando, R. 82807
---=- - - ·- - - - -

WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES! ALL SIZES • 1WIN TO KING!

s49

DELUXE FIRM
•FULL
*J9
$
Ea. Pc.

SSS

TWIN • ~~i~~

QUALITY FIRM

s39

•FULL

Ea. Pc.

TWIN ° ~~i~~
Ea. Pc.

• KING

Ea. Pc.

s59

59

Ea. Pc.

s99
' ~~~~c. s99 .

SUPER DELUXE FIRM

Ea. Pc. .

i

BED FRAMES
HEAVY DUTY

·~~.lf>c. s99
·~~i~~ s119
' ~~~~c. s119

AlalayaT~CF

• TWIN $19.95 • QUEEN $29.95
•FULL $19.95 •KING $39.95
SR436

National
FURNITURE & BEDDING
Free

LARAE. GILLEY

:

Greek columnist

'

I

i·

Greeks at UCF participate in many events during the school year.
~~
'. ~j~
One activity that Greeks take time out for are intramural sports. Sports
) j:
such as football, basketball, softball, volleyball and floor hockey gjve
both the fraternity brothers and the sorority sisters a chance to compete
;~:
against other Greeks as well as independent teams.
According to Jim Wilkening of Rec. Services, "about half of the
teams are Greek."
And why do the Greeks form teams to play rhe intramural sports?
"I think it's a good thingforeverybody," says Vince Virga,ofLambdaChi
Alpha. "Everybody has fun out here." As for preference in playing other
Greek teams rather than independent teams, Virga says, "Everybody gets
a little more fired up when we play [Greek teams such as] Pike or Sigma
Chi."
Matt Chancey, Pike's quarterback is in his second year of playing
football for Pike, said "I like the competition and the challenge and to go
out there every week, compete and still feel athletic. It's a good thing."
Chancey adds his opinion on playing other Greek teams. "The Greek
teams practice a lot more and it's better competition."
Chancey makes a lot of the decisions on who plays on the Pike
football teams.
Pike actually had 40 or 50 guys try out for its A and B teams for
football this year. Chancey explains, "Cutting that down to I Oplayers was
reall'y hard."
Keith Ferguson, Phi Gamma Delta's past president, showed up last
Thursday to see Pi Beta Phi beat Delta Gamma in volleyball, 2-0.
Ferguson shares why he likes participating in Greek sports. "When you
get into college, it's hard to be active physically- working-out is not too
exciting - so the sports give us a chance to play games and basically be
kids again." Last year, Fiji came in first overall for the sports competition,
and competes with the six large fraternities at UCF.
On the sororities side of intramural sports there is still a lot of
competition and sometimes injuries. Zeta Tau Alpha, Activities Director
Diane Johnson, no longer plays on Zeta's basketball team due to a broken
collar bone last season. "It was my. first basketball game since eighth
grade. She [Katie Camber of Pi Bela Phi] just happened to hit me in the
right spot." Johnson only sits on the sidelines for basketball. "I play
.,
volleyball, soccer, flag football and softball."
Pi Beta Phi has more than double the amoiint of sis.ters needed for
both its football and volleyball teams. Its volleyball coach is a graduate
from Stetson University, and they have decided to coach themselves for
flag football. "Pi Phi's best sport is basketball," Jen Alvarez of Pi Phi
excitedly says. "We have a lot of fun."
In order for a team to qualify to play in the intramurals, there are a
few requirements that need to be met. One is a $30 deposit per team or $90
per organization. Also, an entry form must be completed and in on time.
Lastly, each team must have a referee complete the referee clinic with
Recreation Services. According to Jim Wilkening of Recreation Services,
Delta Gamma is not competing in football, and Kappa Delta is not
competing in volleyball due to not having a referee complete the clinic.
Wilkening would like everyone to know that the deadline for
teams to sign-up for baseball is Oct. 9, and the basketball deadline
is Oct. 30. Recreation Services is looking for referees for both of
" these sports. If you are interested, contact Jason Currier with/
,
(.__ _ _ __.l Recreation Services.
r.__ _ _ __.l
c
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The Greek Co1hunmn '. . . . . .. .,. )

1520 E. SR 436 (Semoran Blvd.)
Fern Park• 407-332-8335 1=1 [ _.. i
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Mail Order Prices ... locally

Custom PC Systems • Upgrad.es • Parts • Repairs
1

DELUXE SYSTEMS
Pentium-133/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-100/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-90/ 8 MB RAM
486DX4·120/ 8 MB RAM
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM

$2,079
$1,679
$1,589
$1,299
$1,229

Uniycrsiiy Fi<)ral
& Gift Shoppe

CUSTOMIZATIONS
8 to 16 RAM- 486 Add
8 to 16 RAM- Pent Add
1.2 MB Floppy Drive Add
ATI Mach 64- 2MB Add
850 MB Hard Drive ·Add
1600 MB Hard Drive Add
Quad Multimedia Kit Add
420 MB Tape Drive Add
800 MB Tape Drive Add

280
280
47
120
40
210
259
149
179

Trackman
Mid-Tower Case
Combo Floppy
17" CTX 1765GM
15" Acer 55L
14.4 Fax Modem
Thrustmaster
280 VA UPS
Surge Arrest w/tel

Add 79
Add 30
Add 64
Add 450
Add 11 0
Add 54
Add 39
Add 105
Add 25

YOUR ONE..-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
Show Student ID and
We wire
Get a 10% Discount
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
'-------------1

~--~~;=====================---=================================:::::;-~~
Deluxe Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, RAM, 540 MB HDD, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, VLB IDE
2H/2F/2S/1P/1 G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video Card , 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard ,
Case w / 250 Watt Power Supply, Windows '95, Microsoft Mouse

IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

50% off Upgrade Labor with this Ad.
Quad Speed Kit
279
Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129
Sound Blaster AWE32 289
Double Speed CD-ROM 69
Sound Blaster 16 IDE
84
80 Watt Speakers
69
Quad Speed CD ROM 179
Sound Blaster Pro Dix
69
PC Speakers
19
Choose from our selection of CD titles
Great Prices

7359 Lake .Underhill Road
(At the comer of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

.

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

Oct. 21st

Sweetest ©ay
Every once in a while, that special
someone needs a reminder
that they're special.

Phone: (407) 382-9031
(407) 658-9615
Fax:

.
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Coming Tuesday) ~,tember 26th) 1995
To the 411111/Jlf&rena. ~ .

.

T h e U n i v e rs i t y of C e n t r a I· F I o r i d a ' s

lFALL 95
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A Chance for UCF Students
to Meet With
•

" u ~ ~rAu ry~1
~(liju~
~
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Over 120 E01ployers
To Discuss Career and
Employment Opp01iunities

THE BIGGEST EVER AT UCF! DON'T MISS IT!
Tuesday, September 26th, 1995 From 9:00am to 3:00pm
..

A list of employers is posted in the .Career Resource Center AD 124
or call the 24-Hour CRC.·Hotline at 823-5851 ~..,___..,,..,,
----
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CAREER
RESOURCE
CENTER

PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RECOMMENDED

CAREER
RESOURCE
CENTER

Sponsored by the Career ResoUrce Center

·Domino's Pizza®

WELCOMES
YOU BACK!
Whether you need food for a paffy or
just want something to munch on while
studying, Domino's is the place to call!

r--------------,
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~usTax

TWO
LARGE:I
PIZZAS

.

Each with 2 Toppings

Deep Dish Extra
CALL NOW! Offer ends 10/15/95
Valid at participating locations. Not valid with any other offers. Customer pays
sales tax where applicable. Our driver's carry less than $20. Delivery areas
limited to ensure safe driving. ID 1995 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
...

I

.~---~--------------1
WE ACCEPT
1
I COMPETITOR'S COUPONS I
I For a limited time, Domino's Pizza will accept competitor's I
I coupons. . otter sood on like sizes only. earry out or delivery. I
I Competitor's coupons are not good in combination with any I
other Domino's coupon.
·
I · Valid at participating locations. Not validCALLwithNOW!
Offer ends 10/15/95 I
any other offers. Customer I
sales tax where applicable. Our driver's carry less than $20. Delivery
II,.;;; : .· pays
areas limited to ensure safe driving. 1995 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
1
I
ORDER
I

II
..--------------------$ 99
ID

We're the only Pizza Place in town
where vnu can use .y our Meal Card!! 1
:
I
I
I

1

OF BUFFALO . 1
WINGS
:

"~'~

I
I
(10 Piece Order of Wings)
CALL NOW! Offer ends 10/15/95
Valid at participating locations. Not valid with any other offers. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable. Ot.r driver's carry
than $20. Derivery I
areas limited to ensure safe driving. • 1995 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
-I
With any Deep Dish
Pizza at Menu Price

II
..-------------------~

Serving UCF

384-8888

I
I
I

•

less

:·

:1 $599

CARRY OUT
SPECIAL

Pi~Tax

I
I

:

1
Large 1-Topping Pizza I
II
Dish Extra
CALL NOW! Offer
Valid at participatirg locations..
valid with
offers. Customer

.... ______________ ...
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Coming Next Issue:
o

President Clinton
discusses proposed
cuts in Financial Aid.

o .Kevin Koenig talks about the
local effects of Education cuts.
O Dan Griffin with a satirical
political prediction
O Pat Fox, Opinion Editor
-relays environmental concerns
from the Sierra Club
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
be brought to
· ouroffices on disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or E-mailed
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. ·call for details. Call now. Call often.
I~tters and articles. Submissions may
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·Newt postures a threat over the budget
Why do I get the impression that this budget problem is
nothing more to some politicians
than a high-staked game of
Bridge? Well, perhaps it is more
than that, after all, political egos
are on the line. But you can bet ·
that proposed budget cuts are going to cause no discomfort to the
likes of Newt Gingrich. In the most
recent ploy to throw his weight around, he has threatened to let
the United States default on its debts, unless the Clinton
administration adopts the GOP plan for balancing the budget.
While this is by no means the first-time Congress has
presented last minute threats as the deadline for extending
government's borrowing authority, a White House surrender
would hit us right in the pocket.
I would have more sympathy for the Speaker's stance if
he were going to be affected by these budget cuts. He is not in
the position of being a struggling student trying to make ends
meet going through college, or even an average American
parent trying to. foot the college bill for a couple of kids.
Nor is he an American of average means wonied about
what cuts to medicare will mean in an attempt to support aging
parents. No. All of these things are quite removed from Newt.
"I don't care what the price is. I don't care if we have
no executive offices, no bonds for 60 days," Gingrich told the
Public Securities Association, as reported by AP.
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin alluded to the heated

political furor
fueled by the
upcoming
elections by
suggesting
that responsible leadership would extent the debt limit beyond
the political season.
But that would endanger Newt's promises contained in
the Contract With America, wouldn't it.
But then, I don't recall the flurry of voters who demanded change in the last election ever crying out for cuts in
education, Medicare and protection of the environment.
I wonder if he really thinks this is what Americans had
in mind. My guess is most conscientious voters thought about
the waste in government when they saw the possibility of
balancing the budget. Stupid things like the mountain of
paperwork it takes some federal employees in order to request
a new box of paper clips could be eliminated without harm.
How many of you get checks from the strange leftovers
in the peculiar array of financial aid programs that are in the
amounts of less than two dollars?
I say if there needs to cuts in Education, let the financial
institutions keep the $1.43 check, the wages paid to the worker
that had to make out the check, the cost of the envelope and the .
postage, and that should be a very good start at solving the
problem.
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Dear Editor,
For the first lime since taking office, President Clinton
has authored an op-ed for use in college papers. The subject is
something that is on the minds of not elected officials in
Washington, but millions of college~tudenls and their parents
as well: The Congressional Majority's proposals to make
drastic cuts in education.
Please find enclosed the President's op-ed and an
''Education Alert" prepared by the White House outlining the
President's plan to strengthen education and Republican
proposals to cut access to higher education. We hope that the
President's op-ed sheds light on the critical issues that Congress will be debating in the coming days and weeks-issues
that will directly impact the lives of collegestudentsacross the
country.
Sincerely,
Lonie McHugh
Media Affairs Director
The White House.

Dear Editor.
About the gun control commentary by Joseph Nadeau.
which ran August 24th:
This is the finest article/commentary on gun control I
have ever read. I only hope this work is eligihle for a Pulitzer
Prize. It sums up everything so accurately and precisely that
I could not think to add anything that could sway people to
believe that gun control is a failure.
The best defense against crime is to ann citizens, not
strip them of their own right to defend oneself. Mr. Nadeau, I
wish you much success in your career. You are certainly off
to a fine start.
Sincerely,
Steven Kerstein
Class of '88 (Engineering)
Mr. Kerstein,
I am pleased to have presented this article, and likewise,
happy that it was so appreciated. Keep reading.
-Pat Fox,
Opinion Editor
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Powell-for the sensible middle ground

•)

In an earlier column, I addressed the possibility of a 1996
Ross Perot presidential campaign.
It stands to reason that I should talk
about Colin Powell, whoalsoseems
to be contemplating an Independent
run.
I like Powell. What's not to
like? He is a Vietnam veteran who
helped lead the U.S. to victory in the
Persian Gulf War. He has served his
country well, which is more than I
can say for somebody who got
elected in 1992.
Powell was raised in a g<>OO,
solid family; he is strongly grounded
in the work ethic and opposes affirmative action. He opposes gun control, is pr~death penalty and prochoice. What's more, he is a Black
American. As a conservative, I regard Powell's qualifications - not
his race and color - as highly important, but I am intrigued that he
could become our first Black president (as well as our first Independent one). Although Powell said he
does not intend to be a "model,"
calling his possible victory an inspiration to black Am~rica would be an
understatement.
Powell's autobiography, My
American Joumey, hit bookstores
recently, and he toured the country,
signing it. In the book, he criticizes
both Democrats and Republicans.
Some critics insist that Powell should
run as a GOP candidate. I would
prefer it if he did; his chances of
winning would improve. However,

~
.........
..
::::

his position is "moderate," and to
those who are weary of bickering
and partisanship in government, that
is a welcome stance. But will Powell
keep his politics his own and not
compromise his convictions?

I like Powell
Whafs not to like?
As a former moderate, I can
understand Powell's desire to embrace the best of both worlds of the
political spectrum, and to believe in
what he thinks is right, regardless of
labels. However, I will have nagging doubts about his campaign's
success if he gives up anything to
appease those who do not have
America's best interests in mind
(translation: liberal Democrats).
Rigidity may be Ross Perot's pol itical fatal flaw; Powell's flexibility
could be his.
Colin Powell may bea liberal
dream come true - he is a highly
successful Black man who is running for president - but I do not
think that left-wing support for him

is forthcoming. He was a career
military man, and most of his values
It's August first.
spring from the right side of the
Now wait a second. Before
political spectrum. I do not believe
you
start
shouting, "No it's not. It's
that li~rals will fawn over him like
September
28th!" I mean as I'm
they would over Jesse Jackson, or
writing
this
it's August first. Hurrilike they do over "Klinton."
cane
Erin
is
only about six hours
Powell was a high-ranking
away.
Now,
weeks
after the storm,
general in the military, where loyyou've
long
forgotten
about the huralty and honor are highly regarded.
ricane,
but
presently,
it's
very much
That is simply not the case with
the
hot
topic,
especially
if you live.
Washington. Once clear objectives
in
Brevard
County,
which
is where
are set, the military' s goal is to reach
I
am
right
now.
It
should
also be
those objectives, to get things done.
noted
that
the
previous
sentence
was
I do not need to repeat myself about
compound/complex
to
the
second
Washington here.
Powell comes across as a no- degree, but was still grammatically
nonsen.se man. He favors racial har- correct.
For the past few hours my
mony without twitching his leg to
family
and I have
the left. He stood up to President
Cl in ton when the draft-dodger tried been bracing for
to use the military as a lab for a the storm. For insocial experiment. People want a stance, we've
competent, relevant president who cleared the yard
wiH help America feel good about of any loose obitself. For many, Colin Powell is the jects. It's been
man to put in the White House. I scientifically
hate to digress, but if he is elected shown that if the
and attempts to make Washington windpicksupany
work, he may find himself in a po- seemingly harmlitical Vietnam as a soldier in the less object, such
thick of a battle that he cannot hope as a cotton ball, it
pee
can become a
to win.
dangerous projectile capable of piercing an armored tank. So, for safety reasons,
we've painstakingly ensured that
there are no loose cotton bal Is roaming around the back yard.
The media is all over the hurricane story. Right now every local
TV station is broadcasting hurricane coordinates, predictions and
preparedness measures. Every station except FOX of course; they're
see iflcan come up with a few ideas. keeping on top of the event by playFirst, we have J.R. The next time ing re-runs of Married. .. With Chilsomeone witnessed him asleep in dren. In addition, all the news teams
the storage room, on the job, they have reporters on scene here in
could run to the boss and say, "Oh Brevard County, which they are
my gosh, there is a bum passed out playfully referring to as "the Death
in the storage room! What wi 11 hap- Zone."
If you regularly write humor
pen when he awakes? I'm fright.
columns
like some guy I know,
ened, please come and look!" Ha!
you're
topic
list will rapidly beOr easier, we could have just
come
depleted
and you 'JI be willing
superglued parts of him to the bench
to
write
about
anything, such as
he was laying on. Then we have
"FastJane."I'll tell you what! would violent weather. So long as there's
have done ifI were Harry. I would electricity zipping through my comhave typed a memo that read, "I am puter, I'll keep a storm log. If the
so ashamed of what I have done. I power goes offthen I'll be forced to
have stolen the idea of a fellow - God forbid - write with an actual
employee. Please take my apology pen and paper type literary system
and find it in your heart to forgive without an automatic spell check.
me quietly . Harry is your real idea Gulp.
9:00 P.M. The weather foreman. Regretfully yours,Jane."Then
I would have placed it secretly on casters are predicting that Hunicane
the boss'sdesk. Or vindictively taped Erin will make landfall in a few hours.
a sign on her back, reading "Hi, my The wind is starting to pick up a little,
name is Jane if you give me a chance but there's no rain yet. They're saying
thattheeyeof thestorm looks like it will
I'll steal your ideas!" Ha!
pass
over Vero Beach, but the most
The sad truth about this situintense
storms are north of the eye.
ation is, when raises come around
the slackers get the same raise as the
one's who are actually dedicated to
theirjob. I know this situation all too
wel I, and I am sure at some time you
may have witnessed it, too. So what
do "we" do? Exactly what our parents teach us. Worry about yourself,
be the best you can be, and in the end
you will come out ahead.

What to do about your lazy co-workers
D Despite the
frustration, it's still
the best bet to give
your job your alleven if others don't
How many people have
you heard say, "I love my job!"
Well, I am one of the few and proud
Americans that can say that. It is the
attitude of my co-workers that annoys me. I am sure you all can relate
to the co-worker that does absolutely nothing towards team effort.
They are usual Iy the ones that, when
the Boss appears, seem to make
everything look good. Lets see if I
can come up with a few examples.
J.R. notices the boss approaching.
"Hi, Mr. Boss. I was just in the back
breakroom and noticed the tables
and floor were disastrous! I took a
little time in cleaning it up. I hope
you don't mind. I left my other work
fora bit to do it." "Oh, good job," the
bo says.'Thank you fortaking the
initiative." When in fact J.R. had
overheard Sally in the breakroom
ay, "Ican'tstand this mes , I'll just
clean it up myself." Maybe that was
a male-female sexist example on
my part. I'll change the next example around.
Harry worked on a project for
two months, trying to perfect it. The
new project would help him gain the
confidence of his new boss. Jane
happened to walk by and see the
project on Harry· s desk. She quickly
viewed it and got the gist of the idea.
Returning to her desk she began
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working diligently to put together a
sample of what Harry had worked
on for two months. When finished,
she went to the boss, presented it,
and said, "If you like the idea, I
would gladly continue the project
and give you a full report by the end
of the week." "Thank you so much
Jane, this is very impressive, the end
of the week will be fine," the boss
said. The following day at the employees' meeting, Harry was wait-

Slackers get the
same raise as the
one's who are
actually dedicated
to their job.
ing for hi bigmomenttopresenthis
idea to the boss, when suddenly the
boss passed out a memo of Jane's
project and asked all the employees
to view it. You can imagine how
Harry felt. I guess he could have
stood up and whined, "That was my
idea! She copied it." I'm sure that
wouldn't have appealed to the boss.
So what do we do with these
non-working, idea- stealing slackers that look good to the boss? Let's

12:00A.M. Erin's eye (she's
a Cyclops) is about a hundred miles
offshore. The wind is really beginning to gust now. The rain is coming
down sideways.
I :00 A.M. I am currently
sleeping.
2:00 A.M. I am rudely awaken
by something cold and wet on my
face. At first I thought the roof had
sprung a leak, but as it turns out it
was my dog's nose. She's either
frightened by the wind and rain or
she has to pee really bad. I'm hoping
sheisjust scared.
Well, now that I'm awake I
can make s9me more weather observations. Evidently, the brunt of
the storm is
over land , or
more specifically, over me.
I've never seen
the wind blow
this hard. It
looks like the
Hurricane Andrew news
footage I remember seeing a couple
years
ago.
Trees
are
blowing violently, wildly thrashing
back and forth. I'm asking myself,
"How much longer will thi? go on?
How much damage will be done?
And how did I write that one o'clock
observation?"
3:30 AM. The cable went out a
little while ago and the power has been
sporadic. The wind has got to be blowing at least 65 miles an hour (that's
1298 kilometers per hour for any International Students familiar with the
metric system).
5:30 AM. It's two hours later
and the conditions are no better. The
newspaper deliverer just flew past the
window in an upward direction. That is
not a good sign.
6:30 AM. Daybreak finally is
here, but there isn't much improvement on the storm situation. For the
past four and a half hours the weather
has been squally. I'm not positive as to
what that term means, but it sure is fun
to say. Squally! Squally!
"How are you feeling today?"
"Squally!"
Hurricane Erin has been downgraded to Tropical Storm Erin. The
news reports are stressing, even though
the worst is over, DO NOT GO OUfSIDE AND DRIVE AROUND. So
I'm preparing to go outside and drive
around, because I've got to be at work
by 7:30.
*Hey Look! An Interacti veColum nis t !
E-mail
me
at
david.swartz@outdoor.com and tell me
your hurricane stories.

At first I thought the
roof had sprung a leak,
but as it turns out it
was my dog's nose.
She's either frightened
by the wind ·and
rain or·she has to
really bad.

REMINDER:

President Clinton's opinion
column will run in Tuesday's
paper. Be sure to get it.

Classified
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Club Info
UCf.Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thur .
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room IOI.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

PSE-Don't forget new member
social an Sat. For more info
call 275-1950

Fbr Rent

,

Room for rent in private home
on I 0 acre horse farm Furnished
or Unfurnished 300.00 a-mo-all
utility's incl. 365-9815

Roommates
FINS needed to share 2bd/l ba
apt off Alafaya Tr. $240+1/2
util Call 282-6726

Help Wanted

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206)632-1146 ext.
J54181

Babysitter, Mon, Wed, Fri 10-6
Oviedo area. References Req. Call
anytime 365-7866
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2000+/month. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary. For
info. call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5418l
Earn extra income. Looking For
Leaders to sell quality products
on and off campus. Part time-will
train. Call George 366-842 1
Assistant for real estate developer, part time 10-15 hours/week,
construction, civil eng~neer
major, or construction exp~rience
prefe1Ted, must have good
transportation, $7.50/hour, John
422-1000

PHONE REPRESENTATIVES

KCO inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735

Earn 3 elective credit hours with
approval from the Cooperative
Education Program or the College
of Business. Our UCF/Research
Park facility is open! We have
day, evening, and weekend
flexible shifts available. Norrell
Services is looking for motivated,
energetic individuals with
excellent communication skills
and a desire to succeed. We offer
$7.00 per hour base salary;
monthly team , completion and
referral bonuses, paid training,
paid vacation, and a great working
environment! Call Troy at Norrell
Services today for an immediate
appointment! 384-8549. Norrell
Services, EQE, ADA, No fee.

Word Processing/ Editing/
De'sktop Publishing
Pam Beasley - 365-2569

Tutors
Wanting to hire female.education
student to help homeschool two
female students-5th and 9th
grades. Call 275-.9902. ask for
Debbie. Flexible hours .

Sally's special limited program for
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.

GMAT review sofcware $35,
Smith Corona worc;l processor
$I 00, Body by Jake firm flex with
video $75, weight bench '?-'ith 175
lb. $40, Ron Jon boogie board
$IO Call 679-5963

..

Services

Creative Business Opportunity
earn income working at home:
Send $1.00 & SASE to OpportuniWord Processing, research
ties 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
papers,
manuscripts, resumes, pick
Fl 32826
up and delivery, etc. Call 366-9203

!----~~~~~~~~~~~

Administrative Assistant, girl
Friday for real estate developer,
part time I 0-15 hours/week,
computer word processing skills,
must have good transportation,
$7.50/hour, John 422-1000

September 28, 1995

Looking for experienced Server
w/ great attitude. Bartending exp
a plus. Country club atmosphere
Prr=Great hours for a student~
876-1112 ask for Margaret

Model Search
Ishawn, Gayfer's Hair Product, is
holding it's I st model search.
Sat. Sept. 30, {)pm at the Alt.
Gayfer's. Must he female, 16-21,
have at least shoulder length
hair. You could win over $1000
cash & pcizes and a modeling
contract. Call 262-4361 for more
information.

Going .

'SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS
GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)

Are you the kind of person who is going places? You
have plans and dreams, but you need a degree?
Call Warner Southern College!
·

$5.00 OFF
YOUR PURCHASE OF
$25.00 OR MORE
(EXPIRES l l 30 95)

Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball.tennis.etc.

Warner Southern College offers a fully accredited
Bachelor of Arts degree that is completed in the
evenings and on week-ends. With your
motivation, you can complete your
degree in 12-20 months.
Call today for a free information packet, a schedule of
information meetings near you, and a financial aid kit.
Don't delay, go places!

• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

~ARNER

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI

1-800-520-2322

28.8Kbps V34 dial-up to the World Wide Web

of

Internet Sponsor' The Cen~rqlFi(;rida /:U;fur~ii~~-Page?
check ifout at Ill~ httr):/J;ww~gdf.n'etictilctf."hf'ml .

SOUTHERN COLLEGE

,----------------------· ·- --------·--· .. - - ·- ·-·-·-·······--·-- -----·----- -----· ;f!:t d AdveTi zsing .l-,Dorm
Please check one of the following:
I clllSSl.J le
~
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_Greek Comer
_Personals

t. .

I
I

_For Sale
_Singles

I

_ Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO ~FUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando? FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC? Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

lr--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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1

------------------------------

1-----------------------------1
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_Services
_Tutors

_Autos
_Roommates

_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Lost & Found
_Other

&me,~~~andphon~equi~~:----------------~
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Player profile

EllII. ElllYf)ll
OOLLEGE
1995: Registered eight tackles
against FSU, the number one
ranked I-A team in the country.
1994: Practiced with the team but
did not play.
1993: Credited with 27 tackles,
three for a loss.
Finished second on the team
in sacks with I 0 for a team high
52 yards lost.
Forced three fumbles,
recovered one and batted down
two passes.
1992: Registered 3 I tackles,
_including two behind the line of
scrimmage.
Tied the team high in sacks
with five.
Forced three fumbles and
recovered two of them.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S

mGH smooL

Major: Liberal Studies.
D.O.B.: December 25, 1973.
Personal Goals on the Gridiron:
. ' "It is a personal goal of mine that
our defense play as a team."
Personal Highlight: "It was a
highlight for me when our defense
stepped up and stopped the
number one ranked team in the
EKIYOR
country on fourth down."·
Class of 1991 at Spruce Creek
Favorite NFL Teams: Minnesota
High School in Port Orange.
Vikings and
Lettered in football, basketball,
Kansas City Chiefs.
track and soccer.
Deep Thought: "We play two
He excelled on the football field
number one ranked teams back to
but was most successful on the
back. We may have gained a little
hardwood where he averaged 11
respect after the FSU game, but
points, 12 rebounds and three . when we play McNeese with the
dunks a game.
intensity we're capable of playing
Set a school single season record
with-people will know we're a
with 120 blocked shots.
legitimate contender."

Home of
The Gene McDowell Show
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at
. -----~

........... -~

TJ

,Bpplebee's.
.
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CF coach Gene c owell re ks
down the x•s and o's
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Q & A with McNeese State Coach, Bobby Keasler
by Til\1 SPRINGER
Staff writer

McNeese State head coach
Bobby Keasler has led his Cowboys
to a respectable 4-0 record this year
and currently holds a career record of
44-20-2.ForthefirsttimeinMcNeese
State history his team occupies the
number one spot in the division I-AA
fX>lls and they hope to add to the 72
first place votes they received by beating the number 12rankedUCFGolden
Knights.
Coming off a 31-3 win over the
defending I-AA champion Youngstown State Penguins, his team is preparing for the Saturday night showdown at Cowboy Stadium in Lake
Charles, Louisiana against ourGolden
Knights.
We caught up to the skipper of
the number one ranked I-AA team
early Monday and this is what he had
to say:
Central Florida Future: Your

team is off to a good start this year,
how do you feel about your season
thus far?
Bobby Keasler: Wen, up to this
point we're4-0. We had an excellent
crowd last week for the Youngstow_n ·
State game and we feel like we're
doin' well up to this point, but there
still a long season ahead.

CFF: Thinking bac~ to your
31-3 win over the defending I-AA
champs last Saturday, was the game as
lopsided as the score?
BK: Well, I think it was. There
werealotofturnovers involved in the
ball game, and we capitalized on two
of 'em. We blocked a kick and ran it
back and of course we had some turnovers that hurt us, but our defense was
good enough to keep them out of the
end zone.
CFF: Have you had a chance to
view any of the film of the UCFFSU
match-up?
BK: I've watched every single
film we've got in here already.

CFF: Whatdid you think about
Central Florida's performance?
BK:Ithinkthey'rea very gifted
football team. They played very well
.against Florida State. I really believe
that. Tuel ve got some great talent
there at Central, and I'm really impressed with the way they play. Qf
course, we played them once before at
their place and we were impressed
when we came out of there - a very
athletic football team.
CFF: Offensively you have
three top players who returned from
last year in Fields, Joseph and Davis.
Will you tell us a little about them?
BK: Henry Fields is one of our
seniors, he'll be starting at tailback
. along with Brian Foster. Kerry Joseph
is having a good senior year and he's
our trigger guy and he's been playin'
. really well forus-he'sagreatleader.
And Terence Davis is playin' really
well, in fact he's scored in every ball
game we played in this season and
he's kind of a go to guy for Kerry.
CFF: Is there anyone on the

1995 UCF Football schedule
Opponent
Aug. 31

40-32 over EKU

Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct.14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov.18

35-21 over C-N
46-14 loss to FSU

7p.m.
1 p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
Mid.
8p.m.

at McNeese State
Samford
Liberty
at Hawaii
at Northeast Louisiana
Bethune-Cookman
Troy State
Maine

4p.m.

4p.m.
4p.m.

defensive side of the ball that has
individually been making considerable contributions to your winning
cause?
BK: I think our defensive end
TovekaPittmanisdoingagreatjobfor
us and also Vince Landrum who is an
All-American linebacker returning
from last year, he was also the MVP in
the conference last year on defense.In
our secondary, we've goCsenior
Damien Glenn at one comer and Zak
Bronson at free safety who have done
well and are good football players for

us.
CFF: Obviously, every game is
vital to you and your team, but does this
game have any extra importance in the
sense that UCF may have gained some
respect by their play against FSU?
BK: So long as we've known
Central Florida,especiallyplayin' them
two years ago, we've respected them
very highly, and I ti\ink they have a
great football program. We just prepare each week forouropfX>nent without looking toward the next.

Through the eyes of coach

~Alan Gooch~
•Was anything important said
in the huddle?
Gooch: The players knew they
belonged. After they tied the score
early - they believed, and that was
when the Seminoles knew they were
in for a fight.
•How did we fare mentally and
physically?
Gooch: We came away with
the normal cuts and scrapes. Mentally,
no one likes losing by 32 points, howev~r, everyone wants a shot at a number one team. The Golden Knights
now know they belong. .
•Talk about newcomers to the
team and what they brought to the
team?
Gooch: Louis Lubin returned to the secondary after oral surgery. He
madesomebigplaysincludingahuge
hit on Reisman hopeful WarrickDunn
- causing a fumble.
•What were the strongest and

weakest aspects of the game?
Gooch: The defense played
extremely well, especially on fourth
downs. The offensive line also managed to open some huge holes for
Marquette Smith, who gained 121
yards, outrushing Warrick Dunn by
21 yards.
•Discuss the preparation forthe
upcoming game?
Gooch·: We' II prepare the same
for McNeese as we did for FSU, nothing more and nothing less! Both are
ranked number one in their divisions.
•Discuss any personnel
changes?
Gooch: Due to injuries and a
lack of experience we had to move
Mike Huff from tailback to wide receiver. He is scheduled to start this
week. Also, widerecei ver Stuart Stipe,
returning from a strained knee, will be
working in the receiver rotation this
week.

: .•••••••. U~dai;d De~ih ~h;rt ...... : I
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•
•

•WR
••WR
: TE
• TB

•• FB

••QB
: RT
• RG

•• c

•

•LG
: LT

•
••

•
•
:
••
•
••
••
••
•••
••
:

CB
CB
SS
FS
LB
LB
LB
DE
DT
DT
DE

.

OFFENSE
Mike Huff
Reginald Doster
Eddie Keyes
Mark Nonsant
Scott Braun
Joey Hubbard
Marquette Smith
Johnie Presley
GerodDavis
Donald Huzzie
Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid
Matt Wittman
Cornell Green
Chris Tabscott
Greg Harper
Chris Wrenn
Steve Wagner
Alex Galvez
Ryan Gillis
Kevin Stewart
Marcus Jenkins
DEFENSE
Allen Powell
Darryl Latimore
Willie Washington Louis Lubin
Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis
Kenton Rickerson
Deon Porter
Nakia Reddick
Mark Williams
Kendrick Thomas
Shane Moore
John Bryant
MattGuUa
Anthony Cooks
J ameil Mc Whorter
Robert Braucht
Jerod Durant
Tarvares Tate
Corries Hardy
EmilEkiyor
Jermaine Benoit

SPECIALISTS
P
Charlie Pierce
K
Charlie Pierce
KR
Johnie Presley
• recent changes in italics.
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Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The 'I1eam,
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team .
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Golden Knights only opponent
could be their overconfidence
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant sports editor

photo / HUNT

Johnie Presley, a true freshman running back from Ocala Vanguard, had a
solid performance Saturday against the Seminoles. That performance has
now landed him the job of starting kick returner for _the :Golden Knights.

From one number one team to the
next. That is the dilemma the University of
Central Florida Golden· Knights face this
week as .they go from playing Florida State
to the number one.,.ranked Division I-AA
McNeeseStateCowboxs . This time though ,
the storm UCF weathered in the game
against the Seminoles should make this
Saturday's game less of a chore.
"We feel like we belong in I-A ," said
defensive back Adrian Ellis, who recorded
six tackles in the Seminole's game. "And
an I-AA team shouldn't be on the field with
us ."
That is the danger that can come from
the whole "Seminole Experience." Players
may feel that after having put in a respectable performance against the best team in
the nation, the rest of the season will be a
cake walk. Apparently, some of the players
are trying to keep that from happening to
the squad.
"We've got the utmost respect for
McNeese, because they're not ranked number one in I-AA for nothing," Ellis continued confidently. "But we fear none."
Refocusing might not be easy for the
Kriights, especially after the grueling two
weeks spent preparing for the Seminoles.
He~d coach Gene McDowel 1said he
will be finding any and everything he can to
criticize the team on. He hopes the ego
deflating barbs will humble his team into
working hard again this week.
As might be expected, the Knights
are a bit "banged up" from last Saturday's
game against the "big boys." Fortunately,
no one was seriously injured, and everyone
will be ready to go this Saturday. Just to
make sure, McDowell has changed up prac-

(Left) Chief Osceola gets ready to throw his spear
into the Tallahassee turf. (Center) Defensive end
Jameil McWhorter gives hi-five's to so~e of the
vocal UCF fans. (Right) The UCF band took the
field as they took the attention of all 76,600 in
attendance at the game.

tice a little this week.
' We're not going to do any hitting,"
explained McDowell. "We're too bruised
to do any hitting. We don't have the depth
to afford to get any body hurt in practice."
UCF could use the extra time to heal
as it prepares to battle it's fourtli' straight
undefeated opponent. The McNeese State
Cowboys resemble the Nebra ka
Cornhuskers in style. They mix thing up
by passing and running some option. The
Cowboys use an eight-man front on defense , which not surprisingly only gives
up 30 yards-a-game rushing .
"Defense is their number one
strength," said McDowell. 'They are really especially good on defense."
But don't count out UCF's rushing
game led by Marquette Smith, who chalked
up 121 yards againsi Florida State.
McNeese State's defense is good, but
FSU's is probably better, which means
UCF could still have a good running game.
Although McNeese State has been
stifling against the run, they give up 226
yards-a-game passing, which could be exploited by "Daunte Ball" and UCF's 241
yards-a-game passing.
Of most concern for the Knights is
special teams. Coach McDowell was very
adamant about his concerns stating, "We're
going to work really hard on specia~ teams
- really hard."
Because of the concerns, freshman
· Johnie Presley will replace Mike Grant on
kickoff returns, despite Grant's 19.2 yard
average. In another line-up change, Mike
Huff will now start at wide receiver.
Defensive end Emil Ekiyor and Deon
Porter are suffering from bruised knees,
and receiver Eddie Keyes has a pulled
groin. All are probable for Saturday's game
at McNeese State. Kickoff is at 8:00 p.m.

..
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Pam/Guerilla Funk
Priority
ListeningtoParis' latest, you
might think you'relisteningtoG-Funk,
as in the G-Funk Era. His first two
tracks area total rip-Off ofSnoop. Still,
they' re fat. Ifyou' re gonna sample, do
it right. ''WatchaSee" is ajam for your
trunk, really smoove. G-Funk isn't a
gem, but the Black Panther of hip-hop
is back. B

The Show/ Soudtrack
Def Jam
An all-star round up of hiphop artists, The Show is flava fuil.
I was hoping for a best of hiphop type tribute, but the freshness is
stil I sweet. MethocVRed Man's "How
High," Bone Thugs' "Everday
Thang" are tops. The Show has too
many sound bites from the tlic, but
skip those and the music speaks. B-

•DK

• DK
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Hip Hop/ Volume I
Box Tunes
Obviously, cloning the success
ofTheShow, The Box presents an allstar cast of crossover hip-hoppers.
Still, ALL the tracks speak for
themselves.Biggie's"Juicy,"Warren
G's "Regulate," ''Flava in Ya Ear,"
''Fantastic Voyage," Scarface's ''ISeen
a Man Die" and R. Kelly's "Bump n'
Grind." Hello, Mr. Compilation! B+

•DK
--~,

.:., 1

The Twinz/Conversation
Def Jam
The Twinz not only sound exactly like the Father of G-Funk, Warren G, they look exactly like him, too.
Like Warren, they come through with
tight songs like ''Hollywood," where
they reunite with NebandJah Skillzof
The Five Footer Crew.
Ifyour a fan ofWarren G' sDreIikebeatsand smooverapsaboutsmoking and living on the Eastside in Long
Beach, then The Twinz: Conversation
CD is one you need to peep. A
•DJSwanceZ

The Dove Shack
This is the Shack/Def Jam
Dove Shack's solo album continues where the single, "This is the
Shack," left off. In the sample crazy
world of hip-hop, The Dove Shack
have produced an album which is
vi1tually sample free, preferring to
step correctly with original
instrumentals.
Not as strong as other G-Funk
offerings, it's still mad phat. "Summertime in the LBC" is the bomb.
"Ghetto Lite" and "This Is the Shack"
provide equal amounts of laid-back
funk to groove to when creepin' in
your jeep. The CD as a whole is pretty
chill. B+
•JtotheD

Bushwick Bill
Phantom of the Rapra
Rap-A-Lot
The pissed-off n;idget of hiphop is crazy-angry. Bushwick raps
with not only heart and meaning but
with stirring emotion. All this lyrical
juice and Bushwick still keeps a stink
funk.
"Only God Knows," is the
most telling and real song, while
"Who's the biggest" has a hip-hop
sound. Bushwick's has grown and
this is a very dark image and look to his
new sound and perspective on life. B+

•DK
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Movie Guide

coo~~

Regm Cinema 7 (Sat/Sun only)

ftrm ru ~fu
Thursday
The Beat Me Ups
at TheMill
.......,

The B.U.M.8/ L)fe 'N' Tyme
Priority
This is the freshest new group
to hit in a while. From Cali, The
B.U.M.S. represent east coast flavor,
smooth laid-back jazz samples but
stay true to the west roots with shouts
out to blunts.
TheB.U.M.Saredefinite1y lyrically hung, with clever and phat lines
like, "I'm on their asses like Mike
Tyson ata beauty pageant," and "I gets
looser than the lips on a prostitutes'
vagina." This is definitely a CD to
throw into the player when you're
loungin' with a40. A•JtotheD

Friday
Buddy Guy
wI Chris Duarte Group
at Renaissance
Bush w/ Hum, Toadies

at The Edge

Saturday
The Hatebombs
at The Mill

Sunday
Steve Burry
at The Mill

Monday

(277-1454)
Morta!Kombat (P~13)
3:25,5:40
Devil in a Blue Dress (R)
1:20,3:30,5:40, 750, 10
DangerousMinds (R)
1:45,3:50,5:45, 7-45,9:45
Seven(R)
1,1:30, 4, 4:30, 7, 730,9:40, 10· 10
Ha/,/oween: '/he Curse (R)
1:15,3:15,5:10, 705,9
Hackers(R)
7:45,10
Texas Chainsaw Massacre (R)
1:15
'Jhe Big Green (PG)
1,3:05,5:10, 725,930
Enzian 1beater

(6444<i52)

AMC Fashion Village 8
(856 7(iJ58)

General. Cinema
atWWnialPramenade 6
(898-7707)

Joe Popp, Triple D
at Sapphire

GC atFashion Squa.re 6

Axis Party
at The Club

University8
(657-lfi51)

(BSX)-2571)
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WITH THE RELEASE Of §lJ'EN, HOLLYWOOD'S MOST UNLIKELY
PAIRS (AND TRIOS) ARE DOING IT FOR THEMSELVES
by DEANG. LEWIS
Staff writer

Finding the perfect shoes that
fit can be the ultimate nightmare for
a casting agent. Finding the right
actors for the right roles can be
equally troublesome. In the last I 0
years, Hollywood has witnessed its
own casting calamities. These miscasts from hell have proved films
are not bulletproof. An actor in the
wrong place at the wrong time can
destroy a film, both critically and
commercially. Revolution, Hugh
Hudson's 1985 epic, nearly ruined
Al Pacino's career. 1995, on the
other hand, has seen its share of
better movies with good actors in
excellent roles. FromSeven toThe
Bridges of Madison County toTo
Won]' 'Oo, Thanks For Everything!
Julie Newmar, interesting bits of
casting actually work, proving not
all films can be snared like prey.

Revolution had its good intentions from the start. Unfortunately, its three leads were given
characters they simply could not
play. As trapper Tom Dobb, Al
Pacino labored long and hard in a
thankless role. One of our best contemporary actors, Bronx-bred
Pacino was inexplicably cast, as
were Donald Sutherland and
Natassja Kinski, two relatively undistinguished actors. Finally, after a
I 0-year sabbatical, Hollywood has
regained trust in its casting directors. Three films this year show
how the most unlikely teams can
sa.lvage worthy movies from the
pits of disaster.
Risky casting permeates
DavidFincher'sSeven C***lfour),
a lurid and gritty thriller about two
overworked detectives (Morgan
Freeman and Brad Pitt) searching
for a psychopath bent on killing
seven people for each of the seven

courtesy/ NEW LINE CINEMA

David Fincher's Seven serves up a unusual team, Morgan
Freeman and Brad Pitt, as two overworked detectives.

deadly sins. The lunatic, played by
Kevin Spacey(The Usual Suspects),
in another sinister performance,
fashions his every kill after a particular sin (greed, sloth, pride, etc.)
Seven succeeds primarily because
of its two stars. Unlike the Lethal
Weapon team of Mel Gibson and
Danny Glover, Freeman and Pitt are
all work and no play. Yet, as serious
as they are, their characters are not
dull. Fincher manages to present the
players so ordinarily that a sharp
sense of reality underscores every
emotion Freeman and Pitt may possess. Freeman once again brings his
character to life, in what could have
easily been a on_e-dimensional role.
A partner to Freeman's retiring
gumshoe, Pitt is fresh and aggressive, all nicely packaged in a breakthrough part. Vivid and tense, hypnotic and stylish, Seven plays its
lucky number just. right to get by
with an an-esting brand of mayhem.
I
Clint Eastwood and Meryl
Streep as lovers inThe Bridges of
Madison County, may seem a little
odd. A mature and deeply sensitive
film, Eastwood's pet project finds
its romantic sparks quicker than a
hot-to-trot prom date. Streepproves
again why she deserves a third Oscar. In a role originally for such
heavyweights as Isabella Rossellini
, and Susan Sarandon, Streep handles
1
\ her Italian accent with such grace
-. and beauty, her mannerisms suggest simplicity is sometimes the best
I route towards authenticity. At 65,
Eastwood is at his peak. Come February, this thespian pair may collect
a pair of their own - two deserving
Academy Award nominations.
In a comedy featuring the

Leg~;;=~~~NER~AL

I Snipes,
I Swayze play drag queens.
j

most unimaginable trio to smother

I the screen this year, Wesley Snipes,

I PatrickSwayze£!.ndJohnLeguizamo
I don drag queen panties in To Wong
Foo, Thanks For Everything! Julie
Newmar. With a funny script, our
three go-go girls make water run
like s'auce. Most importantly, they
know how to mix humor with heart,
how to lay those elements in front of
the audience, and how to do so
without manipulation. If smiles and
fun were diseases, these three actors
would be infected.
On the heels of a promising fall movie season, I am
keeping tight-lipped about possible casting calamities in three
potentially hot pictures: Sharon
Stone as a gun moll in Martin
Scorsese· s Casino; Demi
Moore as Puritan sinner Hester
Prynne in The Scarlet Letter.
and a very British Anthony
Hopkins as Richard Nixon directed by that master of excess
himself, Oliver Stone.
1

fit/to RtJfiBtl
reviews of current flicks on video

**

112Don Juan DeMarco
(PG, New Line, Sept.26)
Johnny Depp, once again, is
charming and very appealing as
Don Juan. His character, in a state
somewhere between lunacy and
romantic bliss, gets a bit boring.
Yet, Depp retains the mist Don
Juan gives off with some witty
sarcasm.
The story is simple and
dreamy but works within its
storybook realm, largely in part to
Marlon Bran do' s and Faye
Dunaway's relationship. As an
elderly couple, they sparked a
passion that not too many (i.e.
Bridges ofMadison County) mainstream pictures achieve these days.

. '·'

***New Jersey Drive
(R, MCA/ Universal, Sept.26)
A decent little hip-hop, inner city message film, New Jersey
Drive was a bit disappointing considering Nick Gomez's debut film,
Laws of Gravity. Gomez gets carried away a bit with the story by
repeating similar drive-by/violent
scenes. Although the story hits
some lowpoints, Drive's funkdriven soundtrack keeps you bobbin' your head with some low hits
of its own.
No overdrawn message, just
a simple "don't do it." Some humor sliced with drama, Drive's
elite scene was when the boys
steal a cop car. With sirens on,
they pull over a bunch of preppies
in a jeep and disgrace them. Very
telling and hilarious.

Oct. 5 • 8:00 P.M~
ncketa $24.50 • ~~.50

Available at Ill TICKETMASTER Outlela, UCF Arena Box Office
& Charge by Phone 839-3900

Rumors Lounge and Big
Hours: Sunday 10 - 12

Mon. - Thurs. 10 - 1
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Liquor

Fri. & Sat. 10 - 2

Happy Hour 4 • 7 p.m.
SO cent drafts
$2.SO pitchers
$1.25 Wells

&·

Free Pool

1.75 Minski Vodka
$9.99
12 Pack Ice House
Bottles $6.29
6 Pack Corona
$3.99
·
·
.
.
.
·
.
12
Pack
Molsen
Ice
On the corner of Dmvers1ty
Blvd. & Goldenrod.
$6.49

i

***Once Were Warriors
(R, New Line, Sept. 26~
Across the seas, a different
world exists. A punkish, strongwi lled bunch of a~tors, Once
WereWarriors'cast has promise
with some firie performances.
The film dwells into its chaotic world of bee.r-guzzling, demeaning brutality and at times,
gets a bit overplayed. Well-defi ned in its message, however, Warriors nags at your heart.
The New Zealand import shows
it's catching-up with the '80s,
leather jackets and those Term.inator 2 shades also gives off some
embarrassing humor.

Peter Falk, as Rocky, bowls
with Michael (D.8. Sweeney)
in Hollywo~d's Roommates.

***

l/2Roommates
(PG, Hollywood, Sept. 26)
Rocky 107. No, not Sly, but
Columbo himself. Peter Falk, as
Rocky Holzcek, defines that
crackling, old grump that laughs
every time he farts. Old farts and
grumpy old men usually do tickle
my humor throttle, and Falk got
me once again.
When the aging Rocky
moves in with his grandson,
Michael (D.B. Sweeney), the
rocky road of Roommates begi_ns.
Laughter is a mainstay in
this quiet and engaging gem, but
unlike solid comedies these days, ·
or thrilling dramas for that matter,
Roommates doesn't lack any depth.
With a relaxing pace, the story
leads you into the character's lives
with its jokes and wisecracks.
Michael's and Rocky's relationship carries the film's richness as
both actors poured with sincerity.
It might not look like the
most action-packed comedy, but
give it a chance and Roommates'
soul will soar into your loins.

The Basketball Diaries
Also du.e out this week:

The Android Affair, The Basketball Diaries, Frank n' Jesse,
Funny Bones
•Reviews by Derek Krause

Billions to be claimed
All students quality
$350 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973
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· STUDENT GOVERNMENT . .
- · PRESENTS: .··. ·
FLORIDA REPRESENTATIVE .
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. THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER28
WILD PIZZA, 7~·00P.M._ · ·. Free Food and Drink ·.
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An open letter to UCF fans

FREEDOM~M.tJ

FROM~ - O INIJ

A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC

SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS
TO BE HELD AT:

UCF Health Resource Center, Fridays, 12:30-1:30 p.m.

ORIENTATION .

1

-?
3

4

.

;)

9-29.;95

ON THE ROAD TO FREEDOM
® Understand your habit: recording cigarettes

e

10-06-95

Health effects of smoking
Building motivation to quit

®

WANTING TO QUIT
® "Why Do You Smoke" Test
® Begin small groups and buddies

10-13-95

QUIT NIGHT
® Reconfirming decision to quit
® Panel of ex-smokers
® Help and support; contracts .and rewards

10-20-95

.i

10-23·95

!

Includes
FOR
• 2 Bite Wing X-Rays 00212 ADULTS
• 2 Periapical X-Rays 00220
SAVE $50 Reg. $95
• Complete Examination 00130
• Cleaning 00120
Ne~ Patients Only• Expires Sept'. 28, 1995

(Mooday)

I

10-27-95

SPECIAL DENTAL.RATES FOR UCF STUDE,.NTS
r

Introduction of Maintenance

®
®

7

11-03-95

More relaxation and exercise
Coping strategies
New self-image

®

Eyaluation of program
Graduation and celebration

I

J

-

LET'S CELEBRATE
® Lifestyle shifts
®

Gen~ McDowell
Head Football Coach

• Preventiye
•Cosmetic
• Restorative

~

e

Thanks Again,

MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED
EMERGENCIES WELCOME

WINNING STRATEGIES
® Withdrawal symptoms and .benefits of quitting
® 48-hour report
·
e Relaxation skills
® Learn to assert yourself
THE NEW YOU
® Lifestyle changes
® Exercise and Weight Cofltrol
® Social situations
®

weren't alone.
Your salute to us a we exited
the field left an indelible irnpres ion
and was a tremendou reward for
the effort we put out. We look forward to your continued support
throughout this season and into our
I-A years ahead.

ALL Phases of Dentistry

.
Triggers and .alternative coping strategies--your pl.an of action

®

STAYING OFF

0

To all the fans who made the
trek to Tallahassee- a big "Thank
1. you."' Your support was tremendous. To hear the roar of more than·
6,000 UCF fans above the noise
made by the Seminole fans was
inspiring.
Your participation made September 23, 1995, a landmark day in
the history of this program. By the
time the final horn had sounded, the
Seminoles knew they had been in a
battle and their fans knew they

..

11-10-95

UCF WELLNESS CENTER
823-5841

~

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL

Includes
• X-Rays 00212100220
• Complete Examination
and Orthodonic Screening 00110
SAVE $45 Reg. $80
• Fluoride Treatment 01201
'" • Cleaning 01120
New Patients Only• Expires Sept. 28, 199~

$35

Dr. Patel D.D.S., P.A.
niversity Park Plaza (Albertsons Supermarket formerly X-tra
54f S. Semoran Blvd.• Winter Park
679-1308
ALL SERVICES BY FLORIDA LICENSED GENERAL DENTISTRY
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO
REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR BE REEMBERSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER
SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTldMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED
FEE OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT.

SUPPORT OuR
.,

,

...

THE DAY BEFORE EACH
FOOTBALL GAME IS

SPIRIT

DAY!
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week's win against the Bengals.
Rookie Chris Sanders caught two
passes for I 04 yards and two touchdowns. That's productivity. Jaguar
QBMarkBrunell istheteam'sleading rusher. That's not productive.
Houston 27 Jacksonville 20.

As of press time, I finished
7-4 in week four, with the Monday night affair in Detroit not yet
over with. For the record, I'm probably the only one in this country
who picked the Lions over the
Niners, whether that's a good
thing or not, I'm not too sure of.
For those of you who doubt my
credibility, my season's record
stands at an impressive 36 and 20.
Week five brings:

is a little different. The Giants are
trying to get out of the cellar and
back to respectability while the
Niners just try to improve on perfection. Rodney Hampton is going to have to do a lot better than
his 4 TD's last week to keep New
York in this one. San Francisco
44 New York 17.

It's always nice to get back to they say. "Frerotte can play and
work. Miami 37 Cincinnati 17. he's underpaid." Yeah, but have
TAMPA BAY BUCCA- they forgotten he hasn't won a
NEERS @ CAROLINA PAN- game this season? Silly Skins. Dallas 35 Washington 16.
DENVER BRONCOS @
THERS Bucs favored by 6.
ST. LOUIS RAMS @ IN- SEATTLE SEAHA WKS BronCarolina has looked worse
OAKLAND RAIDERS@
and worse every week this season, DIANAPOLIS COLTS Rams cos favored by 5.
NEW
YORK JETS Raiders
The altention the playoff
by
3.
scrapping the idea of suffering for favnrcd
favored
by 5.
the sake of progress. Tampa Every week I pick against the bound Colorado Rockies is getting
What's
the record for consqueaked out a victory over im- Rams they win, so by that ratio- could be troubling the Broncos.
secutive
points
scored by one team
nale.
ifl
pick
them
they'll
probMaybe they ' re jealous of the new
proved Washington, as Errict
without
having
its opponents
ably
lose,
right?
Raunchy
Rams,
kid on the block. Dennis Erickson is
Rhett ran for I 04 yards. Against
score?
The
silver
and black
they're
the
nastiest
undefeated
the Panthers" transparent defense
the new kid on the block in Seattle,
NEW ENGLAND PATRI- he should double that. Poor Pan- team in NFL history. Its oppo- and he can take solace in the fact that scored 48 consecutive points
OTS @ ATLANTA FALCO NS ther fans, the NC-based team plays nents for this week have struggled, the 'Canes aren't as good without against Philly last week and
Patriots favored by 5.
in SC, and they're not worth the but Marshall Faulk can't be him. Wipe that smile off your face shouldn't have a problem supDrew Bledsoe and his Pats drive. Tampa Bay 24 Carolina stopped by cars, trucks, planes or Dennis, your pro debut hasn't been pressing the Jets "explosive" ofare back after a much needed bye 10.
jets. That's what the commerci'!-1 so hot either. Denver 30 Seattle fense. The Raider receiving crew
is gonna have the N.Y. secondary
week. Bledsoe had a chance to get
PHILADELPHIA says. Indianapolis 20 St. Lou_is 17.
for a sunday night snack. Let the
some McDonald's commercials .;:AGLES @ NEW ORLEANS 17.
shot, so he won't be asking for a SAINTS Saints favored by 2.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS streak continue. Oakland38 New
Big Mac halfway through this one.
This is a true story of two @ ARIZONA CARDINALS @ PITTSBURGH STEELERS York 0.
Eric Metcalf will continue to pad teams once near the pinnacle of Chiefs favored by 4.
Steelers favored by 1.
After faltering last week, QB
his receiving stats, but it won't NFC supremacy, now past their
The game the entire city of **************************
help much on the scoreboard. prime. That's putting it gently. Steve Bono looks to redeem him- Pittsburgh has had marked on its MONDAY NIGHT MATCH-UP
Bledsoe could start eating by the Frankly, these two teams suck. self against a Cards team that has calendar since the schedules were ************~**************
fourth. New England 38 Atlanta These seedy situations are part of given up I 09 points in four games. announced comes now. Pittsburgh
BUFF ALO BILLS @
23.
what makes picking these games Aren't Buddy Ryan's teams built has continued the decline that San
BROWNS
so hard. Not that I'm asking for on defense? They certainly aren't Diego sent them on last year while CLEVELAND
MIAMI DOLPHINS @ pity, better yet, I ask that any pity built on offense. My bud Kandi is the Chargers are proving last year Browns favored by 7.
The Cleveland Browns have
CINCINNATI BENGALS Doi- directedtowardmebefeltforthese a better quarterback than Dave was no fluke. The Steelers have lost
phins favored by 7.
poor has-beens. Philadelphia 31 Krieg, and she's better looking, a few players, but there are no ex- stepped into the forefront. They
too. But for Arizona, a pretty face cuses accepted forthisone, paybacks look 1ike the team to beat in the
Two of the AFC' s top rated New Orleans 30.
goes
only so far. Kansas City 27 are. a bitch. Pittsburgh 16 San AFC. The running game is nice,
QB's, 'Dan Marino and Jeff
DALLAS COWBOYS @
the receivers are excellent, the
Blake(?), lead their teams into a WASHINGTON REDSKINS Arizona 13.
Diego 10.
is fierce. Its QB - from
defense
showdown in the "Jungle." Cincy 'Boys favored by 8.
University
of Miami. Gasp.
the
NEW YORK GIANTS @
should come in feeling pretty
Emmitt Smith has taken
JACKSONVILLE JAGCould
this
be
their
fate, to end up
charitable, after all, they gave over the league, dominating every UARS @ HOUSTON OILERS SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS
as
the
Buffalo
Bills
of the midlowly Houston a win last week, opponent, demoralizing defenses. Oilers favored by 7.
Niners favored by 14.
despite another great day for Washington QB Gus Frerotte has
Disgraceful game, part deux
This was the matchup foot- '90s. Only difference may be the
Blake. The Phins took a week off taken over D.C. He's the talk of seestheOilersonalittlebitofaroll ball in the 1980s relished in. This uniforms in this one. Cleveland
from dismantling football teams. the town- "ScrapHeathShu,ler," after locating its offense in last was the creme de la creme. 1995 23 Buffalo 13.
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Make a unique and personal contribuUon to anotf:ier
family's happiness:
Healthy :women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896--/575
for information.
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Best Mexican Food in Central Florida
-----DAILY SPECIALS-----

<$1".OD ICBIOUSE DRAFT & $2.00 MARGARITAi'
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)

359-1333

Until Robots replace Humans
... your plasma will always be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

. -·FOR - ·

I

4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

.. POSlllllON .·.. ; ~;:
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*Prot~ct against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appoin~ment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
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UCF men's soccer team off to a
sluggish 1-7 early season start
for another conference battle. The Knights
did not fair as well in this contest. The game
was devastating from the beginning. FIU
The UCF men· s soccer team has scored three first half goals to take the early
lead and followed up with three
struggled with a slow 1-7 start
to he gin this season. AHer six
second half goals as well. UCF
consecutive road games. the
could manage nothing. getting
Knights arc looking forward
off only six shots to FIU' s 17.
to finally heading home for
"Ourmajordifficulty has
even games.
been our inability to score."
said Winch. "We have
"We have played some
good teams early in the year. llll'!llPJ!llll•Bll struggled in the final third of
Four of the teams have been
the field and have also conranked in the Southern Top
ceded some goals that should
10" aid head coach Bob Winch. "We are not have been scored."
glad to finally get off the road after some
The Knights then headed out of contough games."
ference to play in the South Alabama TourAfter starting 1-3, UCF started con- nament. UCF left the tournament with faference play against Florida Atlantic. FAU mi liar results. UCF first played host South
scored the only goal in the first half to take Alabama. USA outshot UCF 13-3 in an
a 1-0 lead into halftime. Both teams came easy 3-0 victory. UCF then played Alaout scoring in the second half after a slow bama A&M in the consolation game,
start. UCF tied the game early in the second outshooting them 16-15 but losing by the
half with a goal by Eric Case in the 48th same score, 3-0.
minute off an assist from Kamal DeGregory.
"Our guys are working hard, but
The Golden Knights gave the lead things are not going our way," said Winch.
back to FAU with an own goal later in the "I keep telling them to work hard and things
second half but struck back in the 67th wilI turn around for us."
minute on a goal from Rileu Riihilahati.
UCF now heads home to host the.
FAU scored again in the 74th minute to
give them the victory 3-2 over UCF in a UCF Soccer Classic II with Stetson,
hard fought game. FAU managed only six Charleston Southern and Kentucky visitshots in the victory, while UCF could only ing. These games kick-off a seven-game
home stand that will hopefully turn the
get off seven in its losing effort.
UCF then visited Florida International season around for the Knights.
by TRAVIS BELL
Staff wr-iter

photo/HUNT

The UCF men's soccer team hopes to turn its season around as they get set
to host the UCF Soccer Classic II on Sept. 29 at the Arena field.

Women's soccer squad ties Mercer 4-4 for its second sbaight draw by JOE JUD KOWITZ
Staff writer

.. '
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The Golden Knights are off to a scorching start this season. They boast a
5-2-1 record overall, and are undefeated so far this season in TAAC play.

The Golden Knights (5-2-1) traveled to
Trans American Athletic Conference rival Mercer (3-3-1), where they ended up with only a 44 tie. It was the second tie in a row for the UCF
women's soccer team.
Liz Shaw put the Golden Knights on the
board in the ninth minute off of an assist from
Kelly Stout. Mercer than answered with two
straight goals in the 13th and 25th minute. The
Golden Knights answered back with a goal from
Amy Jones. Mercer then tied it up in the 38th
minute when Stout put one ofhertwo goals in the
back of the net. Her second goal came in the 69th
minute off a comer kick. Mercer tied it up for
good in the 74th minute.
On September 16th and 17th the Golden
Knights invaded Razorback territory for the
Arkansas Adidas Classic at the University of
Arkansas.Included in this tournament were host
Arkansas Lady Razorbacks, Creighton Lady
JaysandWyomingLadyCowboys. TheKnights
first opponent in the classic was the Creighton
Lady Jays. Both teams battled the elements as
well as each other in what was a very physical
match. However, the Knights did manage to
defeat the Lady Jays 3-1.
The Lady Jays got on the board first, just
two minutes into the match as Jamie Nye stole
the ball,dribbled inand put it in the farpost.Jones
answered in the33rd minute when she kicked the
ball into the far post off a comer kick by Jennifer
O'Connor. Jones scored her second goal of the
match when she dribbled in from 30 yards out
with 32secondsremaining in thegame to put the
Knights up for good. O'Connor then put the
icing on the cake with about two seconds left
when she took a Sarah Kane pass and put it in the
far left comer. With the win the Knights advanced to meet tournament host Arkansas.
"Jt wasn't your typical 3-1 win," reiterated head coach Karen Richter.
The excitemenc did not stop in the first

roundaslheKnightspulledoutanailbiteragainst ·
the Lady Razorbacks in overtime. The Knights
struck first in the 67th minute with a goal from
O'Connor into an open net. The assist was given
to both Jones and Chrissy Welsh. With three
minutes left in the game the Lady Razorback
Britten Bums took a pass from Lindsay Waxler
and put it.smack dab back of the net.
'They (Razorbacks) tied the game with
three minutes to goon akindofa fluke goal," said
Richter.
At theend ofregulation, the game was tied
at 1-1. After two overtime halves the championship game went into a shoot-out. The tension
grew hen the Lady Razorbacks' fourth shot at
Knight goalkeeper Allysa O'Brien caused her to
twist awkwardly and hurt her back, causing her
to be removed from the game. With collegiate
rules during a shoot-out, coach Richter had to
choose from one of he five Knights already on
the field - her decision was to go with Jones.
Richter, a goalkeeper herself here at UCF
from I 987-1990, pulled Jones aside and briefly
gave her words of wisdom. According to Richter, Jones took a step and just went into a full dive
in the air with both arms outstretched. She then
tipped the ball around the post for the save.
"You couldn't even tell that she was not a
goalkeeper," stressed Richter. ''It was unbelievable. She looked just like a goalkeeper!"
Rebecca Ruth then stepped up to the bal I
and took the Knights' game-winning shot right
by Lady Razorback goalkeeper Holly Smith. In
the record books, the game went in as a tie, but
with the penalty kick the Knights won the Arkansas Adidas Classic.
''It was so crazy," said Richter with extremeexcitement "It is just something you don't
see. You don't normally stick a field player in
goal and have them come up with a huge save!"
O'Brien was named Classic MVP and
Jones was awarded UCF MVP. In fact, the
Golden Knights had four players on the Classic
All-Tournament Team - O'Brien, Jones,
Michelle Harris and Leslie Golden.

